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Atsumi Watanabe
$(K, \mathcal{O}, F)$ $P$ $P$-modular , $\mathcal{O}$ ,
$K,$ $F$ $\mathcal{O}$ , $0,$ $p$ . $K$
. $G$ , $B$ $\mathcal{O}G$ block ( $\mathcal{O}G$
) , $D$ $B$ defect group . $(\mathcal{O}G)^{D}=\{x\in \mathcal{O}G|dx=xd(\forall x\in D)\}$
, $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{r}_{D}$ $(\mathcal{O}G)^{D}$ $FCc(D)$ Brauer . $\gamma$ $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{r}_{D}(j)\neq 0$ $B^{D}$
$B^{D}$ orbit . $j\in\gamma$ $B_{\gamma}=jBi$
$B$ source algebra .
$d\in Darrow jd=dj\in(B_{\gamma})^{\cross}$
$B_{\gamma}$ interior $D$-algebra . $(B_{\gamma})^{\cross}$ $B_{\gamma}$ . $b$ Brauer
$B$ associate $Cc(D)$ block – , $N=N_{c(D,b)}$ .
$D$ abelian $D$
$D=D_{1}\mathrm{x}D_{2},$ $D_{1}\subseteq C_{D}(N),$ $D_{2}$ $N-$
. $OD_{i}(i=1,2)$ interior D- algebra .
.
1 (Fan [3]). interior $D$-algebra B
$B_{\gamma}\cong \mathcal{O}D_{1}\otimes_{\mathcal{O}}\tilde{B}_{\gamma}$ (as interior $D-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{S}$)
$\backslash$
,
diagonal action interior $D$-algebra .
. $D_{1}$ $G$
(Fan [3], K\"ulshammer -Okuyama -Watanabe [5]). $F$ block source
algebra (Okuyama). – block $B$
.
2 (Koshitani-K\"ulshammer [4]). $H$ $P$ $G$
. $A$ $H$ block $B$ cover G-
. $D$ $D=R\cross(D\cap H)$
$B\cong \mathcal{O}R\otimes_{\mathcal{O}}A$ (as $\mathcal{O}$ –algebras).
$F$ $R\subseteq C_{D}(N)$
([4]). $R\subseteq C_{D}(N)$ .
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. $G,$ $H$ , $e,$ $f$ $\mathcal{O}G,$ $\mathcal{O}H$ .
$\mu$ $(KGe, KHf)-$ $G\cross H$ .
Perfect isometry (Brou\’e\’e [1])
(i) $\forall h\in H,\forall g\in G$ , $\frac{\mu(g,h)}{|C_{H}(h)|}\in \mathcal{O}$ $\frac{\mu(g,h)}{|C_{G}(\mathit{9})|}\in \mathcal{O}$ ,
(ii) $\mu(g, h)\neq 0$ . $g$ $p-$ $rightarrow h$ $p-$
$\mu$ perfect . $\mathcal{R}_{K}(G, \mathcal{O}Ge)$ $KGe$- $G$
. $I_{\mu}$ : $\mathcal{R}_{K}(H, \mathcal{O}Hf)arrow \mathcal{R}_{K}(G, \mathcal{O}Ge)$
$\forall\beta\in \mathcal{R}K(H, \mathcal{O}Hf),$ $I( \mu\beta)(g)=\frac{1}{|H|}\sum_{\in hH}\mu(g, h^{-1})\beta(h),$ $(g\in G)$ .
. $\mu$ perfect $\mathcal{R}_{K}(H, \mathcal{O}Hf)$ $\mathcal{R}_{K}(G, \mathcal{O}Ge)$ linear isometry
$I_{\mu}$ perfect isometry . isotypy
[1], [9] . $R$ $\lambda$ $\chi\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(B)$ $\lambda*\chi$ Brou\’e-Puig [2]
$B$ $G$ – .
3. 2 $C=C_{G}(R),$ $B’=b^{Cc}(R)$ . $\mathcal{R}_{K}(C, B’)$ $\mathcal{R}_{K}(G, B)$
perfect isometry $I$ 2 .
$I(\lambda*\chi’)=\lambda*I(x’)$ $(\forall\lambda\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(R), \forall\chi’\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(B’))$ .
$B’$ $B$ isotypic 2 . $D_{1}=R,$ $D_{2}=D\cap R$
1 .
. $E’$ $B’$ $\mathcal{O}C$ block idempotent . $\chi’\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(B’)$
$I(\chi’)=\pm\chi,$ $\chi\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(B)$ . $e_{\chi’}$ $\chi’$ $KC$
. Brou\’e ([1], Th. 15) $I$
$f(e_{x}’)=e_{\chi}(\forall\chi’\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(B’)),$ $f(Z(B’))=Z(B)$
$Z(KB’)$ $Z(KB)$ $f$ . $Z(B’)$ $B’$ .
$\mathcal{O}RE’\subseteq Z(B’)$ . $r\in R$ $f(rE’)\in Z(B’)$ . $z_{r}=f(rE’)$ .
$z_{r}=f(x’ \in \mathrm{I}\sum_{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(\mathrm{B}’)}re_{x}’)=\chi\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}()\sum_{B}\omega’\chi(r)e_{\chi}$
, $\chi’(r)=\omega_{\chi’}(r)\chi’(1)$ .
$(*)$ $z_{r}= \sum_{\mathit{9}\in c}\frac{1}{|G|}\sum_{\mathrm{r}x\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}(B)}\frac{\chi(1)}{\chi(1)},x’(r)x(g^{-}1)g$.
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$(\lambda*\chi)’=\lambda*\chi^{J}$ , $G=RH$ ( ), $C=R\cross C_{H(}R)$ $\lambda$
$G$ $C$ $\lambda*\chi=\lambda\chi,$ $\lambda*\chi’=\lambda x’(\lambda\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(R), \chi’\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(B’)$ ,
$\chi\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(B))$ . $(^{*})$ $z_{r}$ $Hr$ $\mathcal{O}-$
. $z_{r}r^{-1}$ $A$ . $z_{r}A=rA$ .
$\tilde{R}=\{z_{r}|r\in R\}$ $R$ . $B=RA=(\mathcal{O}\tilde{R})A\cong O\tilde{R}\otimes_{\mathcal{O}}A\cong OR\otimes oA$
. .
. [6, Prop. 62] $\gamma$ $j\in A$ .
$B_{\gamma}=(\mathcal{O}\tilde{R})jAj\cong \mathcal{O}\tilde{R}\otimes_{\mathcal{O}}jAj\cong \mathcal{O}R\otimes_{\mathcal{O}}jAj$ (as $\mathcal{O}$ –algebras)
. -
$rd_{2}\in D=R\cross D_{2}arrow z_{r}^{-1}rd_{2}j\in(jAj)^{\cross}$
$jAj$ ( interior $D$-algebra . $B_{\gamma}\cong \mathcal{O}R\otimes oiAj$ (as interior D-algebras)
.
$L$ $D$ $N/C_{G}(D)$ . Puig-Usami
[7, \S 3] $(G, B)$-local system Watanabe [8, Corollary 2] .
4(Watanabe [10], Prop 2). $[D, N]$
$\mathcal{R}_{K}(L)$ $\mathcal{R}_{K}(G, B)$ perfect isometry $\Delta$ .
$\triangle(\lambda*\eta)=\lambda*\triangle(\eta)$ , $(\forall\lambda\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(D_{1}), \forall\eta\in \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}(L))$ .
$\mathcal{R}_{K}(L)$ $L$ – .
$N=N_{c}(D, b)\subseteq Cc(D1)$ 3 4 .
5 $[D, N]$ 2 .
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